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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of a user navigating an unfamiliar
corpus of text documents where document metadata is lim-
ited or unavailable, the domain is specialized, and the user
base is small. These challenging conditions may hold, for
example, within an organization such as a business or gov-
ernment agency. We propose to augment standard keyword
search with user feedback on latent topics. These topics are
automatically learned from the corpus in an unsupervised
manner and presented alongside search results. User feed-
back is then used to reformulate the original query, resulting
in improved information retrieval performance in our exper-
iments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—query formulation, relevance feedback

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
latent topic models, user feedback

1. INTRODUCTION
This work addresses the problem of ad-hoc information re-

trieval and text corpus navigation under the following condi-
tions. First, document metadata may be limited, unreliable,
or nonexistent. Second, the domain of the text documents is
specialized, using vocabulary ill-covered by general web doc-
uments or lexical resources such as WordNet [10]. Finally,
while the text corpus itself may be large, the set of users
accessing the corpus is not. This is an important problem
because these conditions can preclude the use of effective
information retrieval techniques such as faceted search or
query log mining. These conditions are different from those
encountered in general web or e-commerce search, but are
realistic within organizations which are trying make sense of
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large quantities of text, such as private enterprises or gov-
ernment agencies.

A central problem in ad-hoc information retrieval is that
users may not be able to formulate the “right”keyword com-
bination in order to retrieve the most relevant documents.
Techniques such as real-time query expansion [34] have been
developed to directly attack this problem, but often rely
upon a dataset of previously submitted queries, which may
be sparse without a large user base. Another approach is
to solicit alternative types of user input. Faceted document
navigation [29] allows users to select documents based on
different attributes (e.g., publication venues or hierarchical
subject categories) and has emerged as a powerful comple-
ment to traditional keyword search. However, the standard
assumption is that the facets are manually defined, and that
facet values for each document are known.

Because of the challenging scenario we have defined, it is
important to exploit all available data. Latent topic mod-
els such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] provide a
means to take advantage of the statistical structure of the
corpus itself. LDA assumes that observed documents have
been generated by weighted mixtures of unobserved (latent)
topics. These topics are learned from the documents and
often correspond to meaningful semantic themes present in
the corpus. LDA and its extensions have found interesting
applications in fields such as natural language processing,
computer vision, and social networks analysis [2].

The contribution of this work is a new method for obtain-
ing and exploiting user feedback at the latent topic level.
Our approach is to learn latent topics from the corpus and
construct meaningful representations of these topics. At
query time, we then decide which latent topics are poten-
tially relevant and present the appropriate topic representa-
tions alongside keyword search results. When a user selects
a latent topic, the vocabulary terms most strongly associ-
ated with that topic are then used to augment the original
query. Our experiments with simulated user feedback show
improved information retrieval performance. The presenta-
tion of relevant topics alongside search results also has the
additional benefit of helping the user to understand corpus
themes related to the original keyword query.



Table 1: Example learned topic-word multinomials φ from three different datasets (see Table 5). For each topic φt, the five
highest-probability words w are shown.

FT - Topic 1 WSJ - Topic 8 LA - Topic 94

Word w P (w|z) Word w P (w|z) Word w P (w|z)

court 0.080 technology 0.094 gun 0.058
case 0.025 research 0.054 weapons 0.052
legal 0.024 high 0.025 assault 0.034
ruling 0.018 development 0.023 guns 0.029
appeal 0.018 cray 0.020 rifles 0.018

2. RELATED WORK
Our approach is partially motivated by the successes of

faceted search [35]. Castanet [29] and related systems [9]
aim to automatically construct facet hierarchies, but these
techniques depend crucially on the existence of a rich lex-
ical resource such as WordNet [10]. While specialized on-
tologies or controlled vocabularies have been constructed for
some domains such as Gene Ontology (GO) [31] and Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) [5], the constraints of our setting
prohibit us from assuming the existence of such a resource.

In light of this issue, topic models such as LDA have the
advantage of relying upon corpus statistics alone. Indeed,
previous analysis [23] of the digital library of the Open Con-
tent Alliance (OCA) directly posited the analogy between
latent topics and faceted subjects, although specific mech-
anisms for exploiting this insight were not explored. The
Rexa academic search engine1 also displays relevant latent
topics as tags for a given research article, allowing further
investigation of the topics themselves. Another interesting
topic modeling approach uses seed words to learn facet-
oriented topics which can then be used to construct infor-
mative summaries [18].

LDA has previously been used in information retrieval
for both document language model smoothing [33, 20] and
query expansion [27]. These techniques both exploit the di-
mensionality reduction provided by LDA“behind the scenes”
in order to improve performance, but do not leverage ex-
plicit user feedback in the way that our approach does. The
approach we propose in this work can be viewed as comple-
mentary to these existing enhancements.

The BYU Topic Browser [11] provides an environment for
rich explorations of learned LDA topics and how they relate
to words and documents within a corpus. However, the tasks
supported are more appropriate for advanced analysis by a
relatively sophisticated user, as opposed to a general search
setting.

3. OUR APPROACH
We propose to present automatically learned topics along-

side keyword search results, allowing the user to provide
feedback at the latent topic level. While it is well-known
that we can learn latent topics with LDA, incorporating
these topics into an information retrieval system requires
us to address several questions. First, how should these
topics be presented? Previous user studies [29] have found
that users can become frustrated by raw LDA output. Sec-
ond, which topics should be presented for a given query?

1http://rexa.info/

To avoid overwhelming the user, we clearly cannot present
all latent topics (potentially hundreds or greater) for every
query. Furthermore, not all learned topics truly correspond
to meaningful semantic concepts, and the presence of these
incoherent topics will not be appreciated by users either.
Third, how can we incorporate user latent topic feedback
into search results? Ideally, the mechanism used should be
simple and easy to integrate with existing search technolo-
gies. Finally, can this type of feedback improve information
retrieval performance, as measured by standard metrics?

We now describe our approach, beginning with a brief
review of latent topic modeling concepts and moving on to
address the above questions. All examples shown are actual
learned topics from the experimental datasets described in
Table 5. In Section 4, experimental results demonstrate that
our approach can indeed achieve performance gains.

3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
In LDA [4], it is assumed that observed words in each

document are generated by a document-specific mixture of
corpus-wide latent topics. We define our corpus of length
N with the flat word vector w = w1 . . . wN . At corpus
position i, the element di in d = d1 . . . dN designates the
document containing observed word wi. Similarly, the vec-
tor z = z1 . . . zN defines the hidden topic assignments of
each observed word. The number of latent topics is fixed
to some T , and each topic t = 1 . . . T is associated with
a topic-word multinomial φt over the W -word vocabulary.
Each φ multinomial is generated by a conjugate Dirichlet
prior with parameter β. Each document j = 1 . . . D is as-
sociated with a multinomial θj over T topics, which is also
generated by a conjugate Dirichlet prior with parameter α.
The full generative model is then given by

P (w, z, φ, θ | α, β,d) ∝ 
TY
t

p(φt|β)

! 
DY
j

p(θj |α)

! 
NY
i

φzi(wi)θdi(zi)

!
,

where φzi(wi) is the wi-th element in vector φzi , and θdi(zi)
is the zi-th element in vector θdi . Given an observed cor-
pus (w,d) and model hyperparameters (α, β), the typical
modeling goal is to infer the latent variables (z, φ, θ).

While exact LDA inference is intractable, a variety of ap-
proximate schemes have been developed [24, 4, 30]. In this
work, we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) infer-
ence, specifically collapsed Gibbs sampling [12]. This ap-
proach iteratively re-samples a new value for each latent
topic assignment zi, conditioned on the current values of all



Table 2: Features used to determine “best topic word” la-
bels for each topic. The topic-word posterior P (z = t|w) is
computed using Bayes Rule and a uniform prior over topics.

Description Score

Word probability f1(w) = P (w|z = t)
Topic posterior f2(w) = P (z = t|w)

PMI f3(w) =
P

w′∈Wt\w PMI(w, w′)

Conditional 1 f4(w) =
P

w′∈Wt\w P (w|w′)

Conditional 2 f5(w) =
P

w′∈Wt\w P (w′|w)

other z values. After running this chain for a fixed num-
ber of iterations, we estimate the topic-word multinomials φ
and the document-topic mixture weights θ from the final z
sample, using the means of their posteriors given by

φt(w) ∝ ntw + β

θj(t) ∝ njt + α

where ntw is the number of times word w is assigned to
topic t, and njt is the number of times topic t is used in
document j, with both counts being taken with respect to
the final sample z. The topic-word multinomials φt for each
topic t are our learned topics; each document-topic multino-
mial θd represents the prevalence of topics within document
d.

3.2 Topic representation
Typically, each learned topic-word multinomial φt is pre-

sented as a “Top N” list of the most probable words for that
topic, as shown for three example learned topics in Table 1.
We define the k-argmax operator to yield the k arguments
which result in the k largest values for the given function.
We use this operator to define the ten most probable words
for topic t as Wt, given by the following expression with
k = 10

Wt = k-argmax
w

φt(w)

We apply techniques from recent topic modeling research
to improve on this basic representation. Our post-processing
of the learned topics has three components: label generation,
n-gram identification, and capitalization recovery.

For topic labeling, we assume the availability of a refer-
ence corpus containing themes similar to the target retrieval
corpus. Since only raw text is required, this should be con-
siderably easier to obtain than a full ontology, even for spe-
cialized domains. For example, a user exploring a corpus
related infectious disease outbreaks could obtain a suitable
reference corpus by crawling web resources from the United
States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Since
our experiments use general newswire corpora for evalua-
tion, we use Wikipedia2 as our reference corpus.

We label each topic using a simplified variant of the “Best
Topic Word” [15] method. For a given topic t, this method
selects a single word label from the top ten most probable
words Wt, using features designed to test how representa-
tive each word is of the topic as a whole. We deviate slightly
from Lau et al. to avoid relying upon WordNet, selecting

2http://www.wikipedia.org

Table 3: Topic representations for example high-PMI (co-
herent) and low-PMI (incoherent) topics.

PMI Label n-grams

3.09 jurors Deputy Dist Atty
cross examination, closing arguments
trial, jury, case, testified

1.68 Petroleum state oil company
North Sea, natural gas
production, exploration, field, energy

-0.09 things (no trigrams found)
pretty good, years ago
ve, ll, time, don

-0.03 sales (no trigrams found)
year earlier, Feb Feb
December, March, month, rose

the label word by majority vote among five features shown
in Table 2 where each feature fi casts its vote for the high-
est scoring word and ties are broken arbitrarily. Several
of these features are computed from co-occurrence frequen-
cies among words in Wt, counted within ten-word sliding
windows taken over the reference corpus. Specifically, we
compute the pointwise mutual information (PMI) and con-
ditional occurrence probabilities between each pair of words
(w, w′) as

PMI(w, w′) = log
P (w, w′)

P (w)P (w′)

P (w|w′) =
P (w, w′)

P (w′)

where P (w, w′) is the probability of jointly observing w and
w′ within a given sliding window, and P (w) is the probabil-
ity of observing w within a sliding window. Several example
labels can be seen in the “label” column of Table 3.

We then identify statistically significant bigrams and tri-
grams (e.g., “White House”, “President Barack Obama”) for
each topic using an approach based on the Turbo Topics [3]
algorithm. This approach considers adjacent word pairs
(wi, wi+1) occurring in the same document and assigned to
the same topic (i.e., di = di+1 and zi = zi+1) and identifies
pairs which occur much more often than we would expect
by chance alone, proceeding similarly for trigrams. For each
topic, we show the topic label along with the most signifi-
cant trigram, the two most significant bigrams and the four
most probable unigrams. Example latent topic representa-
tions are shown in Table 3.

Finally, we restore capitalization to the topic n-grams be-
fore presenting them to the user. As a pre-processing step,
all text is converted to lower-case before doing LDA infer-
ence. However, the information conveyed by capitalization
can ease user interpretation of topics (e.g., by making proper
names obvious). For each n-gram, we simply count all occur-
rences of each possible capitalization occurring in the origi-
nal documents, and present the most frequent version to the
user.



3.3 Topic selection
It will typically be necessary to learn at least hundreds

of latent topics in order to get suitably fine-grained topics
for user feedback. This makes it impractical to present all
topics to the user after every query; we therefore must decide
which topics to present.

We use the idea of pseudo-relevance feedback [6] by as-
suming that the top two documents returned by the original
query q, which we call Dq, are relevant. For each of these
documents, we consider the top k = 2 topics as determined
by the topic weights θ to be enriched topics for the user
query. This constitutes a natural set of candidates for la-
tent topic feedback, and can be defined as

E =
[

d∈Dq

k-argmax
t

θd(t).

However, we also show the user topics that are related
to the enriched topic set E, but which may themselves not
be present in the highly ranked documents. We identify
related topics by looking for topics highly likely to co-occur
with the enriched topics E, using the T ×T topic covariance
matrix Σ of the estimated D × T document-topic θ matrix.
Letting Σ(t1, t2) be the covariance between P (z = t1|d) and
P (z = t2|d) computed over all documents d = 1, . . . , D, we
take the k = 2 topics with the highest covariance with each
of our enriched topics in E. We define this related topic set
as

R =
[
t∈E

k-argmax
t′ /∈E

Σ(t, t′).

The candidate topics for feedback are the union of the
enriched and related topics E ∪ R, but we perform a final
filter before presenting these topics to the user.

One hazard of presenting automatically discovered latent
topics to the user is the threat of incoherent “junk” topics
which do not seem to have a single clear theme. We filter
out these topics using a recently developed topic evalua-
tion method [26, 25] which has been shown to predict hu-
man topic quality judgments at nearly the inter-annotator
agreement rate. Similar to the topic labeling technique, this
method uses PMI values computed over a reference corpus
(again, we use Wikipedia), except that we now apply these
scores to the topics themselves. We compute the PMI score
of a topic t as the average PMI between all pairs of words
within the top k = 10 most probable words Wt

PMI(t) =
1

k(k − 1)

X
(w,w′)∈Wt

PMI(w, w′).

Table 3 shows example high-PMI (coherent) and low-PMI
(incoherent) latent topics.

We can use these PMI values to avoid confusing users with
incoherent topics. Letting PMI25 be the 25th percentile
PMI score among all learned topics, we define our set of
“dropped” topics D as

D = {t|t ∈ E ∪R and PMI(t) < PMI25}.

We present the topics in {E∪R}\D to the user alongside
the returned documents for the original keywords query q.
Note that the union operations and final filtering mean that

the number of topics actually presented to the user may
vary from query to query. Since we consider the top two
topics within the top two documents, along with each of
their top two related topics, we will present a maximum of
(2 × 2) + (2 × 2 × 2) = 12 topics, minus set overlaps and
PMI-filtered topics.

3.4 Query expansion
If the user selects a topic as relevant, we reformulate the

query by combining the top ten most probable words Wt for
that topic with the original query q. To preserve the intent
of the original query, we use the Indri [22] #weight() oper-
ator to form a weighted combination of the original query
keywords and the highly probable latent topic words. The
weight parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] controls the trade-off between
the original query keywords and the latent topic words. A
larger γ value places more weight on the new latent topic
words, while setting γ = 0 is equivalent to the original key-
word query.

Each of the Nq words in the original query is given weight
(1− γ)/Nq and each new topic t word w is given weight γ ∗
φ̃t(w), where φ̃ is the re-normalized topic-word probability

φ̃t(w) =
φt(w)P

w′∈Wt
φt(w′)

.

While our implementation uses the Indri query language,
it would be straightforward to achieve similar results in other
information retrieval systems and frameworks (e.g., by using
term boosting in Apache Lucene3).

3.5 Example
We now walk through an example query for a corpus of

news articles from the Financial Times (FT). The query is
“euro opposition”, and it targets documents discussing op-
position to the introduction of the single European currency.
The corpus, query, and relevance judgments used here are
drawn from our experimental dataset which will be used in
Section 4. The number of topics used is T = 500.

The enriched topics E shown in Table 5a consist of three
distinct topics: two topics related to the euro debate within
the United Kingdom and Denmark, and a confusing topic
vaguely centered around “business” which is dropped by our
PMI filtering. Within this topic, the interesting trigram
“PERSONAL FILE Born”arises from brief biographies some-
times found at the bottom of the articles.

High θ covariance with topics in E is then used to iden-
tify the five related topics R shown in Table 5b, which deal
with various aspects of business and politics. However the
appearance of “economic monetary union” and “Europe” in
the topic 79 representation appear highly related to the euro
currency union, and indeed selecting this topic as feedback
improves retrieval results. Selecting topic 79 as user feed-
back and setting the feedback weight γ = 0.25, our approach
produces an expanded query containing the most probable
words from topic 79

#weight(0.375 euro, 0.375 opposition,

0.031 European, ..., 0.015 Emu).

3http://lucene.apache.org/



Table 4: A detailed example of our approach for the query
“euro opposition” on the Financial Times (FT) corpus. The
strikethrough topic 466 is not presented to the user due to
low PMI coherence score. The bolded topic 79 results in im-
proved information retrieval performance versus the baseline
query: NDCG15 increases 0.22, NDCG increases 0.07, and
MAP increases 0.02. The prominent term“Emu”appears to
be an alternate form of the acronym“EMU”commonly used
in Financial Times articles.

Enriched topic Terms

196 (debate) Tory Euro sceptics
social chapter, Liberal Democrat
mps, Labour, bill, Commons

404 (ratification) ratification Maastricht treaty
Poul Schluter, Poul Rasmussen
Danish, vote, Denmark, ec

466 (business) PERSONAL FILE Born
years ago, past years
man, time, job, career

(a) Enriched topics E.

Related topic Terms

79 (Emu) economic monetary union
Maastricht treaty, member states
European, Europe, Community, Emu

377 (George) President George Bush, White House
Mr Clinton, administration
Democratic, Republican, Washington

115 (powers) de regulation bill
Sunday trading, Queen Speech
law, legislation, government, act

446 (years) chairman chief executive
managing director, finance director
Sir, board, group, company

431 (cabinet) Mr John Major
prime minister, Mr Major
party, tory, government, Conservative

(b) Related topics R.

Using ground truth document relevance judgments, we
can see that documents returned by this expanded query
have superior performance on standard information retrieval
measures as described in the caption of Table 4. Figure 1
shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for
the baseline query (dotted) and the expanded topic 79 query
(solid). Points on the ROC curve correspond to the true pos-
itive rates (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR) for sets of
documents returned at different ranking thresholds. Here
we consider the true positive (TP) set to be the union of
relevant documents found within the top 500 documents re-
turned by both queries. This plot visually depicts a clear
improvement in the ranking of relevant documents. An ad-
ditional benefit is that users are given the opportunity to see
and explore different aspects of“euro opposition”such as the
political dimension with respect to the United Kingdom.

1.0
FPR

0.0

1.0

T
PR

Figure 1: ROC curve of baseline (dashed) versus topic 79
feedback (solid) for the example query “euro opposition”.

4. EXPERIMENTS
To our knowledge there has been no attempt to use latent

topics as a user feedback mechanism in the way we have
described. To determine whether our approach could be
genuinely useful in practice, we must answer several ques-
tions. First, can query expansion with latent topic feedback
improve the results of actual queries? While previous work
has found that latent topics align well with existing docu-
ment subject categories [23], it may be that these categories
are more“topically coherent”than the relevant result sets for
ad-hoc queries, and therefore more suitable for topic mod-
eling. Second, assuming that for a given query there exists
some latent topic which would improve retrieval results, will
the topic selection approach described in Section 3.3 present
it to the user? Finally, there is a third question which we do
not address in this work: if presented with a helpful topic,
will a user actually select it? For the following experiments
we make the simplifying assumption that the user will always
select the most helpful topic (with respect to the information
retrieval measure of interest) among those presented. If no
topic feedback will improve the set of returned documents,
we assume the user will not provide topic feedback.

4.1 Experiment setup
While the ultimate goal of this work is to improve search

and navigation under the specialized conditions described
in Section 1, we evaluate our approach by conducting infor-
mation retrieval experiments on several benchmark datasets
from the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) [32], using
Wikipedia as a reference corpus. Each datasets consists of
a corpus of text documents, a set of queries, and relevance
judgments for each query. For each query, the individual
words in the the title field are used as the baseline keyword
query (e.g., “Industrial Espionage” is broken up into “Indus-
trial”, “Espionage”). Table 5 shows dataset details.

For each corpus, we first apply the LDA model to learn
a set of latent topics, using the MALLET topic modeling
toolkit [21]. We pre-process documents by downcasing, re-
moving numbers and punctuation, applying a standard stop-
word list, and finally filtering out rarely occurring terms to
yield vocabulary sizes of between 10,000 and 20,000 terms.
We run parallelized collapsed Gibbs inference for 1,000 sam-
ples, re-estimating the document-topic hyperparameter α



Table 5: TREC datasets and queries (known within TREC
as “topics”) used in experimental evaluations. The number
of documents D is given in thousands and Q denotes the
number of queries.

Corpus Abbrev D Q TREC topics

Associated Press AP 243 100 51-150
Financial Times FT 210 200 251-450
Los Angeles Times LA 128 150 301-450
Wall Street Journal WSJ 173 100 51-100

151-200
Federal Register FR 37 150 301-450
Foreign Broadcast FBIS 127 150 301-450
Information Service

every 25 samples. We learn T = 500 topics for each cor-
pus in our experimental dataset, except T = 250 for the
significantly smaller Federal Register (FR) corpus.

For all queries, we use the Galago [8] information re-
trieval system with default settings to retrieve 500 docu-
ments. Galago uses a query language and retrieval model
based on Indri [22]. For the topic-expanded queries we set
γ = 0.25, based on trial-and-error experimentation on held-
aside preliminary development datasets.

4.2 Results
We calculate improvement over the baseline query with

respect to three information retrieval measures [8]: mean
average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative
gain (NDCG), and NDCG calculated with the first 15 results
only (NDCG15). These quantitative results are shown in Ta-
ble 6, along with the average number of feedback candidate
topics shown to the user by our topic selection technique
(fewer than eight topics per query).

We now return to the experimental questions we had set
out to answer. These results demonstrate that latent topic
feedback can indeed improve information retrieval results.
Across evaluation measures, the results of approximately
40% of queries can be improved by latent topic feedback.
However, these gains are irrelevant if we cannot identify po-
tentially helpful topics and present them to the user. Again
across measures, we see that our topic selection approach
is able present a helpful topic for more than 40% of the
queries for which there exists at least one helpful topic. Do-
ing the rough arithmetic, this means that for about 16% of
the queries in our experiment the user would be presented
with at least one latent topic which would improve the rel-
evance of the returned documents. Furthermore, we stress
that even for the “missed” queries where presented topics do
not provide quantitative relevance improvement, the corpus
theme information conveyed may still be beneficial.

To give a better feel for the nature of these results, Fig-
ure 2 shows six queries along with helpful topics which were
selected for presentation by our approach. In all cases, the
connection between the topic and the query is fairly clear,
resulting in gains across retrieval performance measures and
visible improvement on ROC curves.

4.3 Analysis
First, we observe that for most queries (roughly 60%),

there did not exist a single latent topic for which feedback
would enhance information retrieval results. From manual
inspection, this can occur because either no learned topic
is well-aligned with the relevant documents, or because the
results of the original query are good and difficult to improve
upon.

Second, for queries where there exists one or more topics
which would improve results, roughly 60% of the time our
topic selection approach fails to select them. Minor vari-
ations on our topic selection method (i.e., showing more
topics) did not correct this – many of the “missed” topics
are not even close to making the cutoff. Manual investi-
gations reveal that, interestingly, these topics often appear
to be helpful because they are somewhat “distant” from the
original query and the top few baseline documents returned.
Attempts to predict topic feedback gain using linear or lo-
gistic regression and features such as P (query|φt) were un-
successful, although more sophisticated approaches or richer
features could possibly be applied.

It is also instructive to further examine the impact of two
key aspects of our topic selection procedure: the inclusion
of related topics and the exclusion of incoherent topics. For
simplicity we will discuss NDCG15 measurements, but simi-
lar results hold for MAP and NDCG. Our selection approach
recovers helpful topics for 133 out of 850 queries (15.6%)
while presenting an average of 7.76 topics to the user for
each query.

If we do not use PMI to filter out topics suspected of be-
ing incoherent, the number of topics shown per query rises
to 9.79, but the number of queries for which helpful topics
are presented only increases to 143 out of 850 (16.8%). The
presence of incoherent topics may also impose cognitive bur-
dens on the user, and it is uncertain whether users would be
able to successfully identify incoherent topics for feedback.

If we were to omit the related topics R, it would decrease
the average number of topics shown to 2.70, but it would de-
crease substantially the number of queries for which a help-
ful topic is presented, down to 93 out of 850 (10.9%). Also,
we note that the presentation of related topics is potentially
useful for exploratory corpus search, giving the user infor-
mation about corpus themes“adjacent” to the topics present
in returned documents.

Taken together, these findings suggest that our topic se-
lection procedure is reasonable. The inclusion of related top-
ics considerably increases the number of queries for which
we present helpful topics while presenting novel and possi-
bly interesting corpus themes. The filtering of suspect low-
PMI topics does not discard many helpful topics, and should
spare users the ordeal of interpreting ill-defined topics.

5. DISCUSSION
In this work we have developed a novel technique for im-

proving text corpus search and navigation in difficult set-
tings where we do not have access to metadata, rich lexical
resources, or large user populations. This is an important
problem because these conditions make information retrieval
more difficult, and are applicable within organizations that
have large quantities of internal text documents which they
wish to explore, analyze, and exploit.



Table 6: Improvement from simulated latent topic feedback calculated only over queries where feedback improves performance.
The “avg shown” column indicates the average number of topics actually shown to the user as a result of the topic selection
procedure described in Section 3.3. For each query and evaluation measure, the “imprv” column shows the number of queries
for which there exists at least one latent topic which improves performance, “found” shows the number of queries for which a
helpful topic is actually presented to the user by our selection scheme, and “avg gain” shows the mean improvement when a
helpful topic is presented to the user.

NCDG15 NCDG MAP

Corpus Q avg shown imprv found avg gain imprv found avg gain imprv found avg gain

AP 100 7.79 32 16 0.165 32 21 0.093 31 20 0.037
FT 200 7.47 97 43 0.238 138 80 0.134 137 72 0.041
LA 150 8.65 79 27 0.090 81 27 0.070 82 29 0.027

WSJ 100 7.73 29 16 0.205 30 18 0.050 29 18 0.026
FR 150 7.22 26 10 0.131 39 13 0.034 39 11 0.024

FBIS 150 7.78 62 21 0.163 64 25 0.037 67 29 0.024

To enhance search and exploration capabilities in this sce-
nario, we have developed an approach that gives users the
ability to provide feedback at the latent topic level. We
leverage recent advances in latent topic modeling in order to
construct meaningful representations of latent topics while
filtering out incoherent “junk topics”. We propose a mech-
anism for deciding on a manageably small set of topics to
present to the user, as well as a method for constructing ex-
panded queries based on user topic feedback. Quantitative
results on benchmark TREC datasets show that this tech-
nique can result in major improvements for a non-trivial
proportion of queries. Furthermore, the presentation of en-
riched and related topics alongside search results can help
to deliver insights about corpus themes, which may be ben-
eficial for knowledge discovery as well.

One potential obstacle to this approach is the scalabil-
ity bottleneck presented by LDA topic inference. However,
two factors act to ameliorate these concerns. First, topics
can be inferred “offline” in advance; we do not need to do
any expensive inference at query-time. Second, there have
been significant recent advances along multiple fronts in scal-
able LDA inference. A distributed system developed at Ya-
hoo! is reported to process 42,000 documents per hour [28].
Alternatively, an online inference algorithm for LDA [13]
promises both improved scalability and a principled means
of updating topics to reflect new documents. In practice, a
hybrid system could update topics in an online fashion as
documents are received, periodically performing distributed
batch inference to refresh the learned topics.

6. FUTURE WORK
There are several promising directions in which to extend

this approach. Two obvious areas for improvement are in-
creasing the proportion of queries for which a helpful topic
exists and improving the selection method for presenting
helpful topics to the user.

It may be possible to improve the alignment between learned
topics and user queries by the use of more sophisticated topic
models such as the Pachinko Allocation Model (PAM) [16].
While these models were not found to be helpful for docu-
ment smoothing [36], rich hierarchical topics may be benefi-
cial when combined with the explicit user feedback present
in our approach. Our approach could also exploit prior in-

formation such as predefined concepts by using topic model
variants which can incorporate domain knowledge [7, 1].

However, learning finer-grained topics can only increase
the importance of carefully choosing which topics to show
the user. Here it may be instructive to consider the large
body of research on “learning to rank” [19], as well as recent
work in facet selection [17, 14].

The query expansion mechanism is another potential tar-
get for extension. If our underlying information retrieval
system supports phrase search terms (e.g., “White House”),
it may be helpful to directly use discovered n-grams as well.

Further work could also compare the use of topics for ex-
plicit feedback in this work versus the implicit use of topics
to improve document language models in prior work [33].
It may be that the two techniques could be combined prof-
itably, with some topics being more suitable for explicit feed-
back while others are better used for smoothing.

Finally, another important step is to validate our user
model assumptions. One approach may be to directly evalu-
ate information retrieval performance using actual user feed-
back, for example via Amazon Mechanical Turk [37]. It may
also be interesting to explore the relationship between topic
presentation (e.g., topic labeling strategies, whether to dis-
play n-grams) and user behavior.
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